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Dear Mike 
 

Japanese earthquake and tsunami: Implications for the UK nuclear 
industry 

 
I am writing to confirm Prospect’s support for the review you are leading into the 
implications of the Japanese earthquake and tsunami for the UK nuclear industry. We 
believe that it is important to learn any lessons from the Japanese experience, though 
equally that there should be no need for panic. It is important that companies do not take 
any precipitate decisions affecting staffing or future work plans in advance of your report. 
We agree with the Energy Minister, Charles Hendry that other work streams must continue 
alongside your review, but that decisions arising from current programmes must be 
informed by your recommendations.  
 
Design issues 
We note at the outset that reactor designs are different in the UK and Japan. Recognising 
that safety standards move on and change, we think it would be helpful to consider how 
station designs are reviewed and their safety levels brought up to modern standards. It 
would also be appropriate to address how the boundaries of the design basis for safety 
systems are defined, especially where low frequency events are being addressed, and the 
implications for the station safety should these events exceed the design basis values or are 
linked (i.e in Japan's case by the dual impact of earthquake and tsunami). What support 
would it be needed if the hazard exceeded the provisions of the station design? 
  
Emergency arrangements 
Emergency arrangements need to be reviewed, not only in terms of what the station/site 
can do on its own but the infrastructure that is available for mobilisation in the event that a  
catastrophic incident occurs. This is not only applicable to nuclear stations but also to major 
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chemical sites. Are there agreed protocols for mobilising the countries resources including 
other licensees, and also if necessary obtaining international support, and most importantly 
what are the processes for taking such decisions early enough? 
  
In our view it would also be worth including in your review the capability of the licensees to 
respond to emergencies. Taking account of the size of the companies and their number of 
reactors, it is legitimate to ask to what extent they may be required to have the capability 
in-house or provided by third parties. 
 
Recycling 
It would also be helpful to reassess the case for processing spent fuel rather than storing it 
on site. The report published on 29 March by the Smith School of Enterprise and 
Management at Oxford University could provide a valuable contribution to your deliberations 
in this regard. The need for a substantive decision about radioactive waste management 
predated the events in Japan, though in our view they have added weight to a solution 
based on recycling uranium and plutonium rather than long-term storage on site or 
geological disposal.  
 
The Smith Institute identifies ‘an opportunity to develop a holistic approach to nuclear 
power – combining the assessment of backend legacy materials with the opportunities 
offered by new-build development’. This is too important to be ignored, and is in sharp 
contrast to concerns currently surrounding the implications for modification of the MOX 
plant at Sellafield given that Japan is the main customer for MOX fuel. There are fears that 
if this major funding stream is lost or substantially reduced, there will be an adverse impact 
on funding for decommissioning and waste management projects - in particular at 
Sellafield- which could have very serious consequences for employment.   
 
Future approach      
We welcome the approach you have taken in co-opting employee expertise on to your 
Technical Advisory Panel. It is clearly vital, both to the successful conclusion of your review 
and more broadly for the future of the nuclear industry, for employers and regulators to 
work constructively and inclusively with key stakeholders groups including unions. Prospect 
stands ready to make a public commitment to honour the recommendations of your review 
and we strongly believe that employers should do the same.   
 
 
Yours sincerely  

Paul Noon  
General Secretary 
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